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Originating	Technology/NASA	Contribution
During	 the	Mercury	 missions,	 astronauts	 ate	terrible	food:	freeze-dried	powders	and	semi-	liquids	 in	 aluminum	 tubes.	 Decades	 later,	
though,	astronauts	now	have	meals	prepared	by	celebrity	
chefs	 and	 access	 to	 everyday	 items	 like	 shrimp	 cock-




















Finally,	 space	 foods	have	 to	 taste	 good,	while	 still	
managing	to	be	healthy.	Toward	this	effort,	NASA	testing	







companies	 to	 grow	 and	 strengthen	 their	 business	 by	
leveraging	NASA	technology,	expertise,	and	programs.	
Diversified	Services	Corporation,	a	minority-owned	






2005),	 for	 taste	 tests	 and	performance	 studies.	 Fresh	
ground	 beef	 (90-percent	 lean)	 was	 used	 to	 prepare	
hamburger	patties	formulated	with	or	without	10-percent	






























a new nutritional fat 
replacement and flavor 
enhancement product 
with assistance from 
NASA.
https://ntrs.nasa.gov/search.jsp?R=20080003923 2019-08-30T02:06:47+00:00Z

















for-pound	 replacement	 of	 fat,	 and	 since	 it	 is	 only	
9-percent	fat,	it	is	possible	to	produce	products	that	have	
90-percent	 less	 fat	 than	 their	 full-fat	 counterparts.	 It	
contains	80-percent	fewer	calories	per	gram	than	fat.








It	 is	 healthy,	 has	wide-spread	 applicability,	 and	 is	

















on	 beef	 patties.	 In	 beef,	 optimal	 results	 have	 been	
obtained	 when	 converting	 80/20	 ground	 beef	 (80-
percent	lean	meat/20-percent	fat)	to	80/15/5	(80-percent	
lean	meat/15-percent	Nutrigras/5-percent	fat.)	Product	
testing	 is	 currently	 underway	 on	 pork	 sausage	 and	








Ice	 cream	 can	 be	made	 with	 less	 heavy	 cream	 by	
replacing	a	portion	of	the	cream	with	Nutrigras.	Overall	
costs	are	reduced	(cream	is	more	costly	than	Nutrigras),	
and	 the	 flavor	 profile	 is	 enhanced	 and	 improved.	 In	














The Nutrigras food 
supplement creates 
food that is more 
moist, more tender, 
and more flavorful than 
its full-fat counterpart, 
and 1 pound of the 
supplement replaces  
1 pound of animal fat.
